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Visual Design & Prototype

The next plan of action was to create color palettes and typography that would help communicate the brand’s identity. Much of the brand was 

borrowed by the Boston City logo brand redesign underway in 2015. 

Custom icons

Conclusion

West Roxbury resident Frank Sullivan, a fire alarm operator for 16 years, said 

Building Intelligence offers a “wealth of advance information.”

“I think it’s going to be a great tool for us to use,” said Iris Hairston, an 

operator for five years.

Wicked Local 2016
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Challenges I ran into  
Politics, Proprietary Software,  and Slow Load Times

User Personas
This project was in three phases. Phase 1 the target user was fire alarm operators. Phase 2 incorporates fire chiefs leading the fire engine. 

Phase 3 adds in the final target user, the firefighters. The goal at the end of all three phases is that everyone sees the same level of data.  

Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3

Dispatch monitors 

Target User: Fire Alarm Operators (Dispatch)


Fire Alarm Operator Needs:

 Need location services to search databas

 Need relevant information about address at the 

top of the lis

 Need to quickly communicate information to 

network and directly to Fire Engines


Pain points

 Cognitive load of current system where they 

have to search for address & CAD information


Additional Users: Senior Fire Alarm Operators &


Fire Chiefs


Senior Fire Alarm Needs:

 Cost effective system to improve current syste

 Cannot afford another multi-million dollar 

syste

 Rapid iteration and open source software



Fire Chief Need

 Requesting iPads instead of current Mobile 

Command Terminal

 Quick and easy list of hazards of en route 

address while in Fire Truck



Target Users: Firefighters


Firefighter needs:

 Rapid response of hazard list of approaching 

addres

 Location of fire hydrant

 Geospatial look at what is around the sit

 Map look of sit

 Street vie

 Directions to sit

 Ability to zoom into building plans



iPads
Mobile

Research & Analysis

 Led ethnographies or a “Day in the Life of a Dispatcher” with 2 Dispatcher

 Led 10 User interviews (5 Fire Alarm Dispatchers + 3 Fire Chiefs + 2 Fire Fighters

 Multiple meetings with Fire Chiefs and Fire Commissioner Joseph Fin

 Facilitated meetings with different departments across the cit

 Reviewed which data would be helpful and wh

 User testing of legacy Dispatch software 



   






Problems with legacy softwar

 All results were within a half mile radius & the exact address of the call was not at the top of the lis

 Sometimes the exact address was hidden in the list and difficult to fin

 Results were not sorted by distance

 Results not sorted by hazard priority

 Data only included Boston Fire Department’s notes

 Operator had to go to a separate link & tab for Computer Aided Dispatch 

 Firefighters did not use the software on the fire truck

 They did not like the software / difficult to us

 Instead used Google Maps on their personal phones to get to address 




   




Process

Goals

“ The goal of this project is that the fire department has all the 
information available...The more tools we can get in the hands of a 
firefighter, the more knowledge they have upon entering a fire, the 
better off we are” 



Fire Commissioner Joseph Finn



What did success look like?  We were in it for the long haul. There was no short-term means of measuring decline in injury or death of 

Boston firefighters. However, we could give them all relevant information the City had to offer and as quick as possible.



Short term goals:

 Retention and use of new application for Dispatchers. (for Phase I)

 Low bounce rate

 Testimonials of use

 Set the stage for future collaboration between Fire Department and the Citywide Analytics team

 Continuation of project from Phase I to ≥ Phase II and Phase II

 No major issues and positive feedback after final usability testing session with Dispatchers






“When you’re in a high-stakes environment, every second counts 
and every decision matters. ” 



Fire Commissioner Joseph Finn. 



The Challenge 
The application seeks to streamline the way alarm operators and firefighters get 

data on lifesaving information in the field, including hydrant locations, whether a 

building has a sprinkler system, if there have been code violations and more.



The problem arose in 2014 when two fire fighters Boston Fire Lieutenant Edward 

Walsh and firefighter Michael Kennedy were killed in a Back Bay fire. Building 

conditions was a major factor in the tragedy. There was illegal welding on site 

that caused the structure to engulf. While the welding done on the site was not 

permitted, this was a lightbulb moment for the Citywide Analytics Team. The 

data team realized there is wealth of valuable data from other departments  that 

can potentially save lives for Boston firefighters - this data was just not yet 

available to dispatchers or firefighters. 



Potentially by having valuable hazard data 
available in seconds, firefighter lives can be 
saved. 







Project lead representing the new Citywide 
Analytics Team. Led team of 4 people.



(Data Analyst, Data Scientist, Head City 
Designer, Summer Intern)

Google Maps API, Leaflet API, Adobe Suite, 

ArcGIS, ArcGIS MapService API

2015-2016 


6 months for Phase I


6 months for Phase II

Project overview: This project was a chance to show how data can help the Boston Fire Department. Building Intelligence is an application that 
alerts firefighters, en route to a fire, of potential hazards on site. Collecting data from three different departments and seven data sources, we 
wanted to create a comprehensive look at the dangers posed in each building of Boston. This included code violations, open permitting work, 
chemical hazards, bio hazards, and building plans. This is a public safety project with an aim to protect Boston's firefighters from preventable injury 
and harm.

Loosine Vartani

Building Intelligence

CASE STUDY: BOSTON FIRE
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Flowers sit in front of the Boston Fire Department Engine 30/
Ladder 25  

Legacy dispatch software with  many user experience problems

Screen grab of legacy dispatch software

When the project was assigned to me, the original ask was to create a Tableau dashboard to search the CAD database for potential building hazards. The 
problem with using Tableau was lack of customization, lack of flexible in dashboards, but most importantly slow-load times. With the amount of data we 
were migrating from different departments, Tableau Dashboard was loading noticeable slower. 


Load time & performance is very important to positive UX experiences 


According to a study by Akamai and Forrester Research
 Nearly half of web users expect a site to load in 2 seconds or less, and they tend to abandon a site that isn’t loaded within 3 seconds
 79% of web shoppers who have trouble with website performance say they won’t return to the site to buy again
 Even a Google study found that slowing down the search results page by 100 to 400 milliseconds had a measurable impact on the number of searches 

per user.



I had explored open-source mapping in grad school however. I was a TA for a popular course called “Advanced GIS: The GeoWeb”. In the course, we looked 
at creating map applications using the Leaflet api, d3, and Google maps api. I knew that some of these open source mapping interfaces would provide 
more customization and faster load times because we could also use a separate rest api. I decided to create a proof of concept application with the 
Google Maps API. 



Internal politics did get involved for which platform to use. In addition to Tableau (where the city had just purchased enterprise accounts), there was a 
push by the GIS team to use the ArcGIS platform. We had noticed that ArcGIS Story Maps also took over 400ms to load. With more data present and more 
map layers to render, we did not want to take the chance. We were able to compromise by hosting the data on the ArcGIS Rest API but use the Google 
Maps API to visualize the information. We got the buy-in to use open-source technology with the ArcGIS MapService. This way, we could rapidly iterate & 
customize the needs of Boston Fire. 






Load times are even more important in an Emergency Response scenario.



Productivity soars when a 
computer and its users 
interact at a pace (<400ms) 
that ensures that neither has 
to wait on the other.



IBM Systems Journal 1982

Users spend most of their time 
on other sites. This means that 
users prefer your site to work 
the same way as all the other 
sites they already know.



Jakob Nielsen

We had to keep load time to a 

minimum for Emergency 

Response scenarios. This 

informed us what platform to 

use. 

Fire fighters were already using 

Google Maps to get to an 

address. Since Google Maps is 

ubiquituous and their app of 

choice, we decided to use the 

Google Maps API

KISS may be the first usability 

principle for product design. 

When the Fire Chief said “Think 

Fisher Price” in a meeting, I 

understood it as a need for 

simplicity. They were simply 

traumatized by bad government 

software and needed something  

easy to use.

Excellent testimonials of use by Fire Alarm Operators. Early adoption, positive final usability tests, positive System Usability Scale 

Questionnaire (SUS). Increased client requests to data service and calls to Computer Aided Dispatch (CAD). Introduced a great relationship 

with the Boston Fire Department and set groundwork for future collaboration.   



